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	Elaine Marieb After receiving her Ph.D. in

	zoology from the University of Massachusetts at

	Amherst, Elaine N. Marieb joined the faculty of the

	Biological Science Division of Holyoke Community

	College. While teaching at Holyoke Community

	College, where many of her students were pursuing

	nursing degrees, she developed a desire to better

	understand the relationship between the

	scientific study of the human body and the clinical

	aspects of the nursing practice. To that end, while

	continuing to teach full time, Dr. Marieb pursued

	her nursing education, which culminated in a

	Master

	of Science degree with a clinical specialization

	in gerontology from the University of Massachusetts.

	It is this experience that has informed the

	development of the unique perspective and accessibility

	for which her publications are known.





	Dr. Marieb has given generously to provide opportunities

	for students to further their education. She

	funds the E. N. Marieb Science Research Awards at

	Mount Holyoke College, which promotes research by

	undergraduate science majors, and has underwritten

	renovation of the biology labs in Clapp Laboratory at

	that college. Dr. Marieb also contributes to the University

	of Massachusetts at Amherst, where she generously

	provided funding for reconstruction and

	instrumentation of a cutting-edge cytology research

	laboratory. Recognizing the severe national shortage

	of nursing faculty, she underwrites the Nursing Scholars

	of the Future Grant Program at the university. In

	January 2012, Florida Gulf Coast University named a

	new health professions facility in her honor. The Dr.

	Elaine Nicpon Marieb Hall houses several specialized

	laboratories for the School of Nursing, made possible

	by Dr. Marieb’s generous support.





	Suzanne Keller Suzanne M. Keller began

	her teaching career while she was still in graduate

	school at the University of Texas Health Science

	Center in San Antonio, Texas. Inspired by her lifelong

	passion for learning, Dr. Keller quickly

	adopted a teaching style focused on translating

	challenging concepts into easily understood parts

	using analogies and stories from her own experiences.

	An Iowa native, Dr. Keller uses her expertise

	to teach microbiology and anatomy and physiology

	at Indian Hills Community College, where

	most of her students are studying nursing or other

	health science programs.





	Dr. Keller values education as a way for students

	to express their values through the careers they

	pursue. She supports those endeavors both in and

	out of the classroom by participating in her local

	Lions Club, by donating money to the Indian Hills

	Foundation to fund scholarships, and by financially

	supporting service-learning trips for students. Dr.

	Keller also enjoys sponsoring children in need with

	gifts for the holidays.





	Dr. Keller is a member of the Human Anatomy

	and Physiology Society (HAPS) and the Iowa Academy

	of Science. Additionally, while engaged as an

	author, Dr. Keller has served on multiple advisory

	boards for various projects at Pearson and has

	authored assignments for the Pearson Mastering

	A&P online program. When not teaching or writing,

	Dr. Keller enjoys reading, traveling,

	family

	gatherings, and relaxing at home under the watchful

	eyes of her two canine children.
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Fundamentals of Python: From First Programs through Data StructuresCourse Technology PTR, 2009

	Welcome to Fundamentals of Python. This text is intended for a complete, firstyear
	study of programming and problem-solving. It covers the material taught in
	typical Computer Science 1 and Computer Science 2 courses (CS1 and CS2) at
	the undergraduate level.


	In FUNDAMENTALS OF PYTHON: FROM FIRST PROGRAMS THROUGH DATA...
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Mutiny and LeadershipOxford University Press, 2021

	Whenever leadership emerges within a group, there will be resistance to that leadership. Discontent may manifest in a number of ways, and action will always be determined by factors such as resource, numbers, time, space, and the legitimacy of the resistance. What, then, turns discontent into

	mutiny?

	

	Mutiny is often...
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Soft Computing in Image Processing (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing)Springer, 2006
Images have always been very important in human life. Their applications range from primitive communication between humans of all ages to advanced technologies in the industrial, medical and military field. The increased possibilities to capture and analyze images have contributed to the largeness that the scientific field of image processing...
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Efficiency Instead of Justice?: Searching for the Philosophical Foundations of the Economic Analysis of Law (Law and Philosophy Library)Springer, 2009
Economic analysis of law is an interesting and challenging attempt to employ the concepts and reasoning methods of modern economic theory so as to gain a deeper understanding of legal problems. According to Richard A. Posner it is the role of the law to encourage market competition and, where the market fails because transaction costs are too...
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Core J2ME TechnologyPrentice Hall, 2001
The J2ME platform is designed for devices with limited memory, display, and processing power including cellular phones, PDAs, and pagers. Core J2ME Technology & MIDP covers everything you need to develop powerful applications for this rapidly expanding wireless market.

Part I starts with an overview of J2ME, configurations, and...
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AI for Game DevelopersO'Reilly, 2004
Written for the novice AI programmer, AI for Game  Developers introduces you to techniques such as  finite state machines, fuzzy logic, neural networks, and  many others, in straightforward, easy-to-understand  language, supported with code samples throughout the entire  book (written in C/C++). From basic...
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